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 California Department of Education (CDE)
– Jamie Contreras, Identification and Recruitment
(I&R) Education Programs Consultant
 WestEd
– Elvira Raya, Program Associate
– Peggie Rodriguez, Program Associate
– Jacinto Salazar, Senior Program Associate
 Facilitator
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Goal and Objectives
Session Goal
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Share training strategies, content, and materials that have been
delivered to recruiters and reviewers through California’s new I&R
training approach (discussed in Part A) and provide ideas that
session participants may wish to modify to fit their own state needs.

Session Objectives
Participants will:
 Become familiar with selected sample materials from the
California (CA) Statewide I&R Training
 Try selected interactive activities used in CA’s training related to
networking, communication, fundamental eligibility, completing a
Certificate of Eligibility (COE), and quality control.
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Session Outline
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 Networking
 California Migrant Education Program
(MEP) Overview
 CA Statewide I&R Training Day Structure
 Content Areas
 Sample Materials, Tools, and Activities
 Take-Aways
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Networking
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Networking
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Developing a supportive system for sharing
information and services among individuals and
groups having a common interest.
– National ID&R Manual 2012

The recruiter [and reviewer] should maintain
ongoing contact with the members of the
recruitment network.
– National ID&R Manual 2012
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Group Activity: Networking
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Group Activity:
Networking (cont.)
1.

Using markers, write the name of your state and your I&R role on
both sides of the index card.

2.

As you walk around the room, hold up your index card so everyone
in the room can see it.

3.

Meet and quickly chat with participants from states with which you
share families/students or from states you want to learn more about.

4.

Use the Identification and Recruitment Contacts sheet provided or
collect business cards to keep contact information for those you
meet. Make as many contacts as possible!

TOM TORLAKSON
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Quick chat Ideas:
– Major qualifying jobs in your states (or area within your state)
– Peak agricultural or fishing seasons
– Main migration waves
– Main agricultural/fishing or I&R challenges
– Useful I&R resources
– Most successful or exemplary I&R practices in your state
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Group Activity:
Networking (cont.)
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5. Now that you had a chance to meet and greet, share
with the large group about one contact you made and
how you will use what you learned from that person.
(Will you stay in touch? Why? What for? Will you seek
out a resource the person gave you?).
6. Lastly, add up the total number of contacts you made
(contact list + business cards).
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Recruitment Trends
Intra State
Top Five Sending Regions
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San Jose
Training

For Region 01

For Region 11

For Region 16

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

R01
R03
R16
R17
R11

R17
R11
R02
R18
R03

For Region 18

For Region 22

•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•

R18
R05
R04
R03
R10

R05
R03
R04
R17
R18

R17
R04
R07
R16
R05
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Information obtained from MSIN Database for Performance Period 2013-2014 (9/1/13 – 8/31/14), and
based on Move From and Move To cities from verified COEs. Others states and countries were excluded.
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California MEP
Overview
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California Migrant Education Program
 Administered by: CDE
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 Migrant Education Program (MEP)
subgrantees: 20
 MEP student population: 112,131
(school year [SY] 2013-14)
 Subgrantees range of MEP student
counts: 762–12,855
 MEP Recruiters: Approximately 350
 Designated State Education Agency
(SEA) Reviewers: Approximately 65
Sources:
California Department of Education, Migrant Education Office
California Migrant Student Information Network, CA MEP Comparative Summary Report 2013-2014
and California Statewide I&R Training 2015 Mandated Attendee List
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California Statewide I&R Training
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Annual
One full day
Five locations across the state
Highly structured training day
370–415 participants
Maximum of 90 participants at each site
Three small groups of 30 participants each
Targeted audience (i.e., recruiters and reviewers)
Standardized content, materials, and delivery statewide
Same presenters at all sites (State MEP and
WestEd staff)
 State MEP mandates all recruiters and reviewers to
attend
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California Statewide I&R
Training Locations
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Sacramento
Fresno
Monterey
Bakersfield
Ontario
San Diego
San Jose
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California Statewide I&R
Training Day Structure
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Schedule, Agenda, and
Sessions
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Content Areas
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Content Areas Over Last Three Years
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Effective
Communication

Fundamental
Eligibility

Proper
Completion of
COEs

Quality Control

Reflection and
Process
Improvement

Learning
Modalities in
Basic
Communication

Understanding
Moves (Mapping)

Determining and
recording the
purpose of the
move

Ethics and
Standards of
Conduct

Listening Skills

Subcomponents
of an eligible
move

Rules and
Regulations
(Annotated COE)

Possible Causes
of Errors

Reflection: What
did we learn and
how will we use
it?

Interviewing
Techniques

Eligibility
Components
(S.T.A.M.P.
Checklist)

Documenting
change of
residence in
short duration
and round trip
moves

Recognizing
Inaccurate
Information in
an Interview

Individual Action
Plan
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Collaboration &
Networking
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Sample Materials,
Tools, and Activities
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Effective
Communication

Group Activity:
Learning Modalities
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Learning
Modalities in
Basic
Communication
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Effective
Communication

Group Activity:
Learning Modalities (cont.)
Understanding your modality –
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Visual Learners:
Benefit from text, charts, graphs, etc.
Auditory Learners:
Benefit from audio recordings, lectures, conversations, etc.

Learning
Modalities in
Basic
Communication

Kinesthetic / Tactile Learners:
Benefit from drawing and taking or re-writing notes to process information.

Implications of your results –
• Why is it important to be aware of your learning modality?
• How can you incorporate your strength(s) into your I&R work (e.g.,
while soliciting information, screening, interviewing, recording data)?
• How can being aware of learning modalities help when trying to
confirm information with interviewees for accuracy?
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Group Activity:
Listening Skills

Effective
Communication
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Instructions: Complete the “Good Listener List” by writing A, M, S, or N next to
the number.
(A) Always

(M) Most of the time

(S) Sometimes

(N) None of the time

1. ______ I sit near the person that I am interviewing.
Learning
Modalities in
Basic
Communication

2. ______ I maintain eye contact when I am not writing.
3. ______ I minimize external distractions (e.g., ask for radio or TV to
be turned down).
4. ______ I respond appropriately to show that I understand (e.g.,
nods, smiles).
5. _____ I focus solely on what the speaker is saying; I do not think
about what I am going to say next.
6. _____ I wait until the person finishes his/her thought before I
speak.
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Interview Checklist
Effective
Communication
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Learning
Modalities in
Basic
Communication
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Questions?
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Fundamental
Eligibility
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Mapping Moves
 Map/diagram: visual representation of information
to highlight relationships between elements
 Purposes:

Understanding
Moves
(Mapping)

– Improve understanding of information provided
during interviews
– Support quality control efforts
– Increase accuracy of data captured on COEs
– Address the needs of tactile and visual learners
(both recruiter and interviewee)

 Can be simple and quick
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Fundamental
Eligibility
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Understanding
Moves
(Mapping)

Mapping Moves (cont.)
A dad, a grandma, and four children (ages 6, 8, 11 and 17) lived in Kent City, Michigan, for
many years. The children all attended Kent City schools. The parents are divorced, and the
dad is a trucker with primary custody of the children. One week each month, the dad would
have long, out-of-town trips and the children would stay with their mom who lived 6 miles
away in Sparta, Michigan, and worked seasonally harvesting potatoes. Grandma was
unable to care for the children on her own, so the mom was the main caregiver when the
dad was away. To avoid school interruption, the children continued attending Kent City
schools even when they stayed with their mom.
Eleven months ago, the mom and the three youngest children moved to Quincy, Michigan
(115 miles away), so that the mom could start a temporary job at a greenhouse gathering
and sorting bulbs. The oldest child remained with the grandma in Kent City because he
was close to graduating from high school.
Two months ago, the mom moved to Hollister, California, (Region 1) to remarry and the
three youngest children moved with her. They moved in with the children’s stepfather, who
does seasonal farm work and lives at the Hollister Migrant Housing Center. During the
interview, the mom told the Region 1 recruiter that she did not plan on working this season,
because she needed to get her family settled in California, but will start working again next
season. She also explained that her three youngest children will be with her most of the
time now and that her oldest child will come join them in Hollister after graduation.
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Mapping Moves (cont.)
Fundamental
Eligibility
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Kent City, MI
 Dad (trucker, divorced
from mom), grandma,
4 children

Understanding
Moves
(Mapping)

Hollister, CA
(R01)

Sparta, MI
 Mom (divorced from dad)
 Works seasonally
harvesting potatoes

 Six miles apart
 Children stay w/mom 1 week each month
when dad is out of town
 Children continued in Kent City schools
even when living with mom

 Moved 2 months ago
 Mom & the 3 youngest children
 For mom to remarry, not
seeking work this season (will
work next season)
 Moved in with step-dad who
does seasonal farm work
 Eldest child will join after HS
graduation

 115 miles apart
 Moved 11 months ago
 Mom and the 3
youngest children (the
eldest child stayed in
Kent City)
 To obtain temp. work
gathering/sorting bulbs
in greenhouse

Quincy, MI
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Fundamental
Eligibility
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Eligibility
Components
(S.T.A.M.P.
Checklist)
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Questions?
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Fundamental
Eligibility

Group Activity:
Case Scenarios
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Eligibility
Components
(S.T.A.M.P.
Checklist)
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Fundamental
Eligibility
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Group Activity:
Case Scenarios (cont.)
Instructions:
1. Read the assigned scenario individually (markings,
underlining, and side notes recommended).
2. Map the case.

Eligibility
Components
(S.T.A.M.P.
Checklist)

3. In your small group discuss the scenario.
4. As a group, test the case with S.T.A.M.P. If unable to
determine if a specific eligibility factor is met, make notes of
what you would need to know.
5. Decide if the child(ren) are eligible and note anything
special to consider or to record on the COE.
6. Be prepared to discuss in the large group.
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Group Activity:

33%

33%

ur
e.

33%

ts

A. Yes
B. No
C. I am not sure.

no

Eligibility
Components
(S.T.A.M.P.
Checklist)

Is this family eligible for the MEP?

am
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No
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Case Scenario #2

Ye
s

Fundamental
Eligibility
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Group Activity:

33%

33%

ur
e.
ts

33%

no

A. Yes
B. No
C. I am not sure.

m

Eligibility
Components
(S.T.A.M.P.
Checklist)

Is Jose eligible for the MEP?

Ia
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No
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Case Scenario #3

Ye
s

Fundamental
Eligibility
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Questions?
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Proper
Completion of
COEs

The Purpose of the Move
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Determining
and recording
the purpose
of the move
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Proper
Completion of
COEs

Group Activity:
The Purpose of the Move (cont.)
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Determining
and recording
the purpose
of the move
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Group Activity:

Proper
Completion of
COEs
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Determining
and recording
the purpose
of the move

Case Study #6
Is this a qualifying move? If so, what type of move
should be marked on the COE?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Yes, eligible – 4a
Yes, eligible – 4b
Yes, eligible – 4c
Not eligible

25%

A.

25%

B.

25%

C.

25%

D.
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Group Activity:
Proper
Completion of
COEs
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Determining
and recording
the purpose
of the move

Case Study #8
Is this a qualifying move? If so, what type of move
should be marked on the COE?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Yes, eligible – 4a
Yes, eligible – 4b
Yes, eligible – 4c
Not eligible

25%

A.

25%

B.

25%

C.

25%

D.
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Proper
Completion of
COEs
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Annotated COE
Annotated
Certificate of Eligibility

Rules and
Regulations
(Annotated
COE)
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Questions?
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Ethics and
Standards of Conduct

Quality Control
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Ethics and
Standards
of Conduct

Ethics:
 Discipline dealing with what is good and bad, and a
moral duty and obligation
 Principles of conduct governing an individual or a
group
 A guiding philosophy
 A consciousness of moral importance

Standards of Conduct:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Know the eligibility rules
Be objective
Be honest
Report fraud
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Quality Control

Ethics and
Standards of Conduct (cont.)
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Ethics and
Standards of
Conduct
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Possible Causes of Errors
Quality Control
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Possible
Causes of
Errors
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Quality Control

Recognizing Inaccurate
Information in an Interview
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Recognizing
Inaccurate
Information
During an
Interview
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Questions?
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Take-Aways
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Reflection &
Process
Improvement

Group Activity:
What Did I Learn and
How Will I Use It In My Work?
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Refection:
What Did I
Learn and
How Will I
Use It In My
Work?

 In your small group, share one important take-away
from today (e.g., useful material, a connection you
made, something you learned) and how you may use
it in your I&R work.
 Have someone record a summary of the group’s
ideas on a sheet of paper.
 Select some ideas from the group’s summary to
share with the large group.
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Individual Action Plan
Reflection &
Process
Improvement
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Individual
Action Plan
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One Last Question?
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Contact Information
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California Department of Education
Migrant Education Office
Jamie Contreras, Consultant
916-319-0391
jcontrer@cde.ca.gov
_____________________________________________________________

California I&R Service Desk
1-800-342-2964, option 4
IandRsupport@wested.org
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Identification & Recruitment Contacts
Purpose: To network with other members of the ID&R community.
Location
(e.g., State,
Region, District)

Name of
Contact

Role
(e.g., Recruiter,
Reviewer)

Email Address

Phone Number

Notes

Migrant Education Office
Statewide Recruiter Training 2013
Sacramento – February 5 / Holiday Inn Capitol Plaza
Monterey – February 7 / Hotel Pacific
San Diego – February 21 / Holiday Inn by the Bay San Diego
Fresno – February 26 / Radisson Hotel
Bakersfield – February 27 / Four Points by Sheraton

Training Goal
To provide all Migrant Education Program (MEP) recruiters in California standardized Identification &
Recruitment (I&R) training aimed at reducing the statewide discrepancy rate related to mobility

Training Objectives
Recruiters will:
• Have a clear understanding of the fundamental MEP child eligibility factors
• Expand their knowledge on effective general interviewing skills and good practices
• Understand sections of the COE2010 that directly relate to mobility
• Learn concepts on personal accountability and ethics, and how these relate to their recruiter roles
• Develop a draft of a personal action plan to improve eligibility determinations as it relates to mobility

Time
8am – 8:30am
8:30am – 8:50am
8:50am – 9:45am
9:45am – 10am
10am –11:30am

Group A (Blue)

2pm – 2:15pm
2:15pm – 3:45pm
3:45pm – 4pm
4pm – 4:50pm
4:50pm – 5pm
5pm

Group C (Orange)

Breakfast On Your Own
Registration/Sign-in (In common area, not in session rooms)
Opening Session
Opening Session
Opening Session
Eligibility for the MEP:
The Fundamentals
Topic 1: Interviewing

11:30am – 12:30pm
12:30pm – 2pm

Group B (Green)

Topic 2: Mobility and
the COE

Eligibility for the MEP:
The Fundamentals
Break
Topic 2: Mobility and the
COE
Lunch On Your Own

Eligibility for the MEP:
The Fundamentals

Topic 3: Ethics

Topic 1: Interviewing

Topic 3: Ethics

Break
Topic 1: Interviewing

Individual Action Plan
Working Session
Closing Session

Break
Individual Action Plan
Working Session
Closing Session

Topic 3: Ethics

Topic 2: Mobility and
the COE
Individual Action Plan
Working Session
Closing Session

Sign-out (In common area, not in session rooms)

Migrant Education Office
California Statewide Identification & Recruitment Training 2014
th

February 4 – Holiday Inn Capitol Plaza, Sacramento
th
February 13 – Fresno County Office of Education, Fresno
th
February 19 – Four Points by Sheraton, Bakersfield
th
February 25 – Wyndham Bayside, San Diego
th
March 6 – Monterey Conference Center, Monterey

Training Goal
To provide all California Migrant Education Program (MEP) recruiters and designated reviewers standardized
Identification & Recruitment (I&R) training to assist them in: 1) properly applying eligibility criteria, in particular
the purpose of the move and the change of residence; 2) communicating effectively to successfully complete
a COE; and 3) understanding the importance of personal accountability and quality control.
Time
8:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.
9:00 – 9:30
9:30 – 10:20
10:20 – 10:30
10:30 –11:40

11:40 a.m.–12:50 p.m.
12:50 – 2:00

2:00 – 2:15
2:15 – 3:25

3:25 – 3:35
3:35 – 4:30
4:30 – 4:45
4:45 p.m.
4:45 – 5:15

Group A (Blue)

Group B (Green)
Group C (Orange)
Breakfast On Your Own
Registration/Sign-in (In common area, not in session rooms)
Opening Session
Opening Session
Opening Session
S.T.A.M.P. of Eligibility
S.T.A.M.P. of Eligibility
S.T.A.M.P. of Eligibility
Break
Topic 1 – Communication: Topic 2 – Determining
Topic 3 – Re-Interviews:
From Non-Verbal and
and Documenting the
Opportunities for
Verbal to Written
Purpose of the Move
Improvement
Topic 2 – Determining and
Documenting the Purpose
of the Move
Topic 3 – Re-Interviews:
Opportunities for
Improvement
What Did We Learn and
How Will We Use It?
Closing Session

Lunch On Your Own
Topic 3 – Re-Interviews:
Opportunities for
Improvement
Break
Topic 1 – Communication:
From Non-Verbal and
Verbal to Written
Break
What Did We Learn and
How Will We Use It?
Closing Session

Topic 1 – Communication:
From Non-Verbal and
Verbal to Written
Topic 2 – Determining
and Documenting the
Purpose of the Move
What Did We Learn and
How Will We Use It?
Closing Session

Sign-out (In common area, not in session rooms)
OPTIONAL – Technical Assistance Session
• Questions for the State MEP – Jamie Contreras, CDE MEO
• COEs/California I&R Manual – Elvira Raya, WestEd
• Communication – Peggie Rodriguez, WestEd
• Quality Control – Jacinto Salazar, WestEd

California Department of Education
Migrant Education Office
Statewide Identification and Recruitment Training 2015
th

February 3 – Holiday Inn Capitol Plaza, Sacramento
th
February 10 – Fresno County Office of Education, Fresno
th
February 18 – DoubleTree, San Jose
th
February 25 – Radisson, Ontario
th
March 5 – DoubleTree, Bakersfield

Training Purpose
This is a California Department of Education Migrant Education Office (CDE MEO) event designed
to continue the efforts to achieve and maintain a near zero statewide eligibility discrepancy rate. It
is structured to support all Migrant Education Program (MEP) Recruiters and Designated SEA
Reviewers in the State with standardized identification and recruitment (I&R) training.
Time

Duration

Group A (Blue)

Group B (Green)

Group C (Orange)

Breakfast On Your Own
8:30 a.m. – 9 a.m.

30 min

9 – 9:45

45 min

9:45 – 10:05

20 min

10:05 – 10:15

10 min

10:15 –11:15

60 min

11:15 a.m.–12:15 p.m.

60 min

Sign-In
(In common area, not session rooms)
Welcome and Opening
Collaboration and
Networking

Welcome and Opening
Collaboration and
Networking
Break

Welcome and Opening
Collaboration and
Networking

Core MEP Eligibility

Core MEP Eligibility

Core MEP Eligibility

Lunch On Your Own
The Art and Science of
Interviewing

Taking the Guesswork
Out of Section IV

Making Quality Control
Work for You: Practical
Strategies

12:15 – 1:30

75 min

1:30 – 1:45

15 min

1:45 – 3

75 min

3 – 3:15

15 min

3:15 – 4:30

75 min

Taking the Guesswork
Out of Section IV

Making Quality Control
Work for You: Practical
Strategies

The Art and Science of
Interviewing

4:30 – 5

30 min

Wrap-Up and Closing

Wrap-Up and Closing

Wrap-Up and Closing

5 p.m.

Transition / Break
Making Quality Control
Work for You: Practical
Strategies

The Art and Science of
Interviewing

Taking the Guesswork
Out of Section IV

Transition / Break

Sign-Out
(In common area, not session rooms)

Migrant Education Office
Statewide Recruiter Training 2013
Modality Preference Inventory
Read the statements below, select the appropriate response as it applies to you, and
write the corresponding number for each statement. Total the score for each section.
When done, see back page for additional information.
OFTEN (3)

SOMETIMES (2)

SELDOM/NEVER (1)

VISUAL MODALITY
___ I remember information better if I write it down.
___ Looking at the person helps me keep focused.
___ I need a quiet place to get my work done.
___ When I take a test, I can see the textbook page in my head.
___ I need to write down directions, not just take them verbally.
___ Music or background noise distracts my attention from the task at hand.
___ I don’t always get the meaning of a joke.
___ I doodle and draw pictures on the margins of my paper.
___ I react very strongly to colors.
___ I have trouble following lectures.

TOTAL SCORE FOR VISUAL MODALITY: ______
AUDITORY MODALITY
___ My papers and notebooks always seem messy.
___ When I read, I need to use my index finger to tract my place on the line.
___ I do not follow written directions well.
___ If I hear something, I will remember it.
___ Writing for me has always been difficult.
___ I often misread words from the text (i.e., “them” for “then”)
___ I would rather listen and learn than read and learn
___ I’m not very good at interpreting an individual’s body language.
___ Pages with small print or poor qualify copies are difficult for me to read.
___ My eyes tire quickly even though my vision check-ups are always fine

TOTAL SCORE FOR AUDITORY MODALITY: ______
KINESTHETIC/TACTILE MODALITY
___ I start a project before reading the directions.
___ I hate to sit at a desk for long periods of time.
___ I prefer to first see something done and then do it myself.
___ I use the trial and error approach to problem solving.
___ I like to read my book while riding an exercise bike.
___ I take frequent study breaks.
___ I have a difficult time giving step-by-step directions.
___ I enjoy sports and do well at several different types of sports.
___ I use my hands when describing things.
___ I have to rewrite or type my class notes to reinforce the material.

TOTAL SCORE FOR KINESTHETIC/TACTILE MODALITY: ______

Understanding your scores
A score of 21 points or more in a modality indicates strength in that area. The
highest of the 3 scores indicates the most efficient method of information intake.
The second highest score indicates the modality, which boost the primary
strength. For example, a score of 23 in the visual modality indicates a strong
visual learner.
Visual Learners: benefit from text charts, graphs, etc.
Auditory Learners: benefit from audio recordings, lectures, conversations, etc.
Kinesthetic/Tactile Learners: benefit from taking notes, re-writing notes to process
or reinforce information, etc.

Source: http://www.brookhavencollege.edu/learningstyle/modality_test.aspx

California Statewide I&R Training 2014
Checklist for Interview
Focus Area

Recruiter Activities

Observed

Introduction

1. Introduces self and explains the
purpose of the visit

1. Yes No

Finds Common
Ground

1. Example: “I think I may know
your sister” or “I think my children
attend the same school as your
child”
1. Speaks clearly

1. Yes No

2. Shares written notes

2. Yes No

3. Has interviewee draw map, if
needed
1. Sits near the interviewee

3. Yes No

Learning
Modalities

Active Listening
Skills

1. Yes No

1. Yes No

2. Maintains eye contact when not
writing

2. Yes No

3. Controls interference (e.g., ask
for radio or TV to be turned down)

3. Yes No

4. Uses nods and smiles to show
understanding

4. Yes No

5. Waits until person finishes
his/her thoughts before speaking

5. Yes No

6. Repeats or rewords questions if
responses are not clear

6. Yes No

Types of
Questions
1. Open-ended

1. Asks questions that require
more than yes or no responses –
Open-ended questions – Good! 

1. Yes No

2. Yes No

2. Leading

2. Guides the interviewee to the
responses needed to qualify –
Leading questions – Not good! 

3. Probing

3. Asks clarifying questions to
obtain detailed information –
Probing questions – Good! 

3. Yes No

4. Intrusive

4. Asks embarrassing questions
which do not provide useful
information – Intrusive questions –
Not good! 

4. Yes No

Comments/Answers

Focus Area
Concept of Time

Quality Control

Re-interviews

Translator

Recruiter Activities
1. Paces the interview well – not
too short or too long

Observed
1. Yes No

2. Does not seem to be in a hurry
to finish the interview

2. Yes No

1. Is an ongoing process before, at
the start, during, at the end, and
after the interview

1. Yes No

2. Is part of this total checklist
(e.g., repeat or reword responses,
ask open-ended questions, ask
probing questions)

2. Yes No

1. Explains that someone else may 2. Yes No
contact them to verify that the
information given is correct
Translator Activities

Observed

Introduction

1. Introduces self and explains
his/her role

1. Yes No

Translation

1. Uses correct vocabulary for
translation

1. Yes No

Active Listening
Skills

1. Uses nods and smiles to show
understanding

1. Yes No

2. Waits until person finishes
his/her thoughts before speaking

2. Yes No

3. Repeats or rewords questions if
responses are not clear

3. Yes No

1. Paces the translation well – not
too fast or too slow

1. Yes No

2. Does not seem to be in a hurry
to finish the interview

2. Yes No

Concept of Time

Comments/Answers

Comments/Answers

Statewide I&R Training 2015

S.T.A.M.P. of Eligibility Guide
Purpose of this Guide:
The S.T.A.M.P. process is a tool adapted from the work of ESCORT staff. It is a tool designed to assist
Identification and Recruitment (I&R) staff (i.e., Recruiters, Designated SEA Reviewers, I&R Coordinators,
I&R Trainers, Quality Control Supervisors, etc.) increase their knowledge of fundamental Migrant Education
Program (MEP) eligibility factors. It also serves to assist I&R staff remember the different components of
eligibility in an organized and consistent manner. S.T.A.M.P. is a MEP eligibility check-off list that I&R staff
can use to make eligibility decisions easier by ensuring all required eligibility factors are met and
questionable elements are properly isolated and addressed.
This guide describes the S.T.A.M.P. tool and provides additional notes about each MEP eligibility element.

S.T.A.M.P. stands for:

S – School Completion
T – Time of Move
A – Age of Child/Youth
M – Move
P – Purpose

1

2

2

S

chool Completion

Make sure the child/youth has:


NOT graduated from high school and



NOT earned a High School Equivalency Diploma

Please note:
 For MEP eligibility, a High School Certificate of Completion does not mean having graduated from
High School with a High School Diploma.


For MEP eligibility, a High School Diploma or equivalent from a foreign country generally is not
equal to having graduated from High School in the U.S. (exception: rare cases where the U.S. school
district validates the foreign high school work and grants the student a High School Diploma).

Eligibility ends when the student obtains a High School Diploma or a High School Equivalency Diploma (or
when he/she turns 22, whichever happens first).

T

ime of Move

The child and qualifying worker moved within the past 36 months (from the time of the eligibility
interview).

A

ge

Make sure the child/youth is younger than 22 years of age.


Children can be eligible and enrolled for the MEP from birth through age 21 (this includes
newborns, if they had been born when the move occurred, and 21 year olds). However, only
children ages 3-21 can be counted for federal funding.



Eligibility ends when the student turns 22 years old (or when he/she obtains a High School Diploma
or a High School Equivalency Diploma, whichever happens first).

3

M

ove

There are multiple components that make up a move in MEP eligibility. All elements must be present for
the worker and the child to satisfy the MEP move criteria.

The child and worker moved.


The child and worker moved together (child does not need to move simultaneously with the
qualifier but both must move); or



The child moved to join the worker within 12 months (a move cannot be deemed eligible until both
the child and the qualifier have completed the move and established residency); or



The child moved preceding the worker within 12 months



•

In cases of to join or precede moves, the Qualifying Arrival Date (QAD) is the later of the two
move dates (qualifier move date vs. child move date)

•

In cases where the child and the qualifier did not reunite within 12 months, the California
Department of Education Migrant Education Office (CDE MEO) must review the case on
individual basis and decide if approval can be granted

The child is the qualifying worker
•



Out-Of-School Youth (OSYs) can be self-qualifiers if they are solely responsible for their own
welfare and they move to seek or obtain qualifying work

Please be careful to differentiate correctly between a parent the child may have just traveled with,
and the qualifying worker, as they are not always the same (e.g., the qualifying worker is the dad,
but the child traveled with the mom to join the qualifying worker). Failure to correctly differentiate
a parent and the qualifying worker may lead to incorrect eligibility documentation and/or
determinations.

4

The child and worker moved across school district lines.


Residence: a place where one lives (even if temporarily) and not just visits.



Change of residence: leaving the place where one currently lives and going to a new place to live,
not just to visit.



The child and worker “moved” to live somewhere else (even if temporarily) and not just to visit.



A change of residence can be from a foreign country to the U.S., or from state to state within the
U.S., or from region to region in California, or from school district to school district.



Residence is not established when the travel is only for the purpose of visiting relatives or friends,
vacation, attending a family event or arranging personal business matters because the person did
not go to the new place to live, but rather to visit. Consequently, a return from a trip/visit where
there was no change of residence cannot be considered a qualifying move, even if the worker
intends to seek or obtain qualifying work upon returning to her/his original location. This because
the family is not moving back after having had a change of residence, they are just returning from a
trip/visit.



It is important to clarify that “residency” in the context of “change of residence” for MEP purposes,
is not related to an immigration legal status or being a U.S. resident.



Please note that change of residence is of special concern in round-trip, school-beak, winter, and
short duration moves (including moves to Mexico).



As a reminder, a move requires a change of residence (but not always a change of school of
attendance).

The child and worker moved as a result of economic necessity.




Examples:
• Related to work (e.g., loss of work, unavailability of work, not enough work, etc.)
•

Move in order to earn a living

•

Not able to afford to stay in the current location

•

In general if the move is related to work, or because of the loss of work, or the unavailability of
work, it can be considered for economic necessity.

Economic necessity: a worker moved either because he or she could not afford to stay in the
current location, the family would be better off financially by moving to the new location, or in
order to earn a living. Please note: Generally speaking, the cost of moving must be balanced against
what it would have cost them to stay. Economic necessity is of special concern in round-trip,
school-break, winter, and short duration moves (including moves to Mexico).
5



Traveling to visit family or friends, attend a family event, take a vacation or have an education or
recreational experience, or take care of a legal matter do not meet the definition of economic
necessity.



Moves EXCLUSIVELY for cheaper housing or travel to receive low-cost services (e.g., medical/dental)
do not meet MEP’s definition of economic necessity because it is not related to seeking or obtaining
work.

Reminder: All elements must be present for the worker and the child to satisfy the MEP move criteria.

P

urpose

Moved in order…



In order to obtain: used to describe why a worker moved, means that one of the purposes of the
move is to seek or obtain qualifying work.

Qualifying work is…
•

Seasonal or temporary, and

•

Agricultural or fishing work, and

•

For wages or personal subsistence

6

All three elements described above must be present in order for work to be qualifying. For example, a job
may be agricultural or fishing and for wages, but if it is not seasonal or temporary, it cannot be qualifying
work.
Seasonal or temporary work


Seasonal: Employment that occurs only during a certain period of the year because of the cycles of
nature and, that by its nature may not be continuous or carried on throughout the year.



Temporary: Employment that lasts for a limited period of time, usually a few months, but no longer
than 12 months because:
• The employer states that worker was hired for a limited timeframe (employer’s statement); or
• The worker states he/she does not intend to remain in that employment permanently or
indefinitely (worker’s statement).

Agricultural or Fishing Work


Agricultural work: The production or initial processing of crops, dairy products, poultry, or livestock
or the cultivation or harvesting of trees.



Fishing work: The catching or initial processing of fish or shellfish or the raising or harvesting of fish
or shellfish at fish farms.



Note that for the tree industry, only the cultivation and harvesting activities can be considered
qualifying, NOT the processing work.



Initial processing: working with the raw crop/product, before any transformation of the crop begins
(e.g., by cooking, fermenting, mixing or adding any other ingredients). Please note that because of
this definition, activities such as cooking tomatoes at a cannery or making wine cannot be
considered part of initial processing and therefore are NOT qualifying activities. Additional details
about initial processing and qualifying work can be found in the California Identification and
Recruitment Manual 2011, Chapter 3, Section B.

For Wages or Personal Subsistence


For wages: The employee is paid in exchange for his/her work.



Personal subsistence: The worker and the worker’s family, as a matter of economic necessity,
consume a substantial portion (at least 50%) of their food intake, crops, dairy products, livestock or
fish they catch.

7
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Statewide Identification and Recruitment Training 2015
Core MEP Eligibility – Scenario #1
Details
A mother (29 years old) with two young children (both under the age of five) moved multiple times over the last 4 years
to work harvesting various seasonal crops and successfully obtained the work most of the time. Last year she and her
children moved from Imperial County (Region 6) to Monterey County (Region 16) in search of seasonal agricultural work
picking strawberries. In Monterey County, the owner of the strawberry field where she applied told her that all the
picking and sorting jobs were filled but he could hire her to work in the on-site day care facility for the season. The day
care facility provides care at reduced rates for children of workers. The mother, having child care challenges herself,
happily took the job in the daycare and worked there for the season. Do her children qualify for the Migrant Education
Program?

Map/Diagram

S.T.A.M.P.

Special Considerations & Eligibility Determination

Statewide Identification and Recruitment Training 2015
Core MEP Eligibility – Scenario #2
Details
Two months ago, a father, mother, and their two elementary school-age children left their home in Kings County (Region
8) with the intent of obtaining qualifying work in Oregon. On their way to Oregon, their car broke down in Shasta County
(Region 2). Unable to afford the necessary costly repairs, the family decided to remain in Shasta County with a friend
and find any type of temporary work to pay for the car repairs. Within a couple of weeks, the father was able to obtain
work harvesting brussels sprouts. During the interview, the parents told the Region 2 recruiter that they plan to stay and
work in the area until they can afford to repair or replace their car, which they estimate will take 3-4 months. At that
time, they will decide whether they will continue on to Oregon or return to Kings County. Is this family eligible for the
Migrant Education Program?

Map/Diagram

S.T.A.M.P.

Special Considerations & Eligibility Determination

Statewide Identification and Recruitment Training 2015
Core MEP Eligibility – Scenario #3
Details
Approximately six months ago, a 15 year old young man, Jose, left his home in El Salvador, fearing for his life because of
the increased gang violence in his neighborhood and direct threats towards him. He came to the U.S. because he
thought he would be safer here. He thought he could live with his cousin in California at least temporarily. Shortly after
crossing the U.S. border in Texas, Jose was detained by immigration and considered part of the growing number of
unaccompanied youth crossing the U.S. border. He was temporarily placed in a shelter run by the Department of Health
and Human Services. While he awaited immigration proceedings, Jose was allowed to live with his cousin in San Diego
County (Region 9). Jose enrolled in school and his cousin helped him get a part-time seasonal job in the avocado
orchards where he works. Is Jose eligible for the Migrant Education Program?

Map/Diagram

S.T.A.M.P.

Special Considerations & Eligibility Determination

Statewide Identification and Recruitment Training 2015
Core MEP Eligibility – Scenario #4
Details
A recruiter in Contra Costa County (Region 23) encounters a family who recently arrived to the area (dad, mom, and
their 12 year-old son). The father moved from Arizona to this area three months ago; the mother and the child came
from Mexico to join him this month. Both parents came in search of any type of work (upon further probing, they
provided examples such as construction, work in the crop fields, restaurants, and plant nurseries). Three days after
moving, the father started working in a short-term remodeling job at an apartment complex, and four weeks later, he
started picking olives. He has now been assigned to move bins full of olives from the fields to the washing area in the
farm. The mother has not been able to find work yet. Is their son eligible for the Migrant Education Program?

Map/Diagram

S.T.A.M.P.

Special Considerations & Eligibility Determination

Statewide Identification and Recruitment Training 2015
Core MEP Eligibility – Scenario #5
Details
A recruiter in San Bernardino County (Region 07) visits a slaughter house and meat processing facility and interviews
workers during their lunch break. One worker appears to meet all the Migrant Education Program (MEP) eligibility
criteria: She is 18 years old, does not have a high school diploma or its equivalent, moved to the area from Washington
state a month ago in search of any type of work, and found work at the processing facility packing raw/unprocessed
meat. When asked how long she would be employed by the company, the out-of-school youth (OSY) responded that she
planned to stay as long as possible because this job paid her more than any job she had before. She also said that she
would like to enroll in night classes. Based on the nature of the work at the processing facility and the high employee
turnover he has witnessed at that work site over the years, the highly experienced recruiter believes that, despite what
the OSY says now (less than a month into the job), she will likely end up staying maybe eight months at the most. Should
the recruiter qualify this OSY for the Migrant Education Program?

Map/Diagram

S.T.A.M.P.

Special Considerations & Eligibility Determination

Statewide Identification and Recruitment Training 2015
Core MEP Eligibility – Scenario #6
Details
A dad, a grandma, and four children (ages 6, 8, 11 and 17) lived in Kent City, Michigan, for many years. The children all
attended Kent City schools. The parents are divorced, and the dad is a trucker with primary custody of the children. One
week each month, the dad would have long, out-of-town trips and the children would stay with their mom who lived 6
miles away in Sparta, Michigan, and worked seasonally harvesting potatoes. Grandma was unable to care for the
children on her own, so the mom was the main caregiver when the dad was away. To avoid school interruption, the
children continued attending Kent City schools even when they stayed with their mom.
Eleven months ago, the mom and the three youngest children moved to Quincy, Michigan (115 miles away), so that the
mom could start a temporary job at a greenhouse gathering and sorting bulbs. The oldest child remained with the
grandma in Kent City because he was close to graduating from high school.
Two months ago, the mom moved to Hollister, California, (Region 1) to remarry and the three youngest children moved
with her. They moved in with the children’s stepfather, who does seasonal farm work and lives at the Hollister Migrant
Housing Center. During the interview, the mom told the Region 1 recruiter that she did not plan on working this season,
because she needed to get her family settled in California, but will start working again next season. She also explained
that her three youngest children will be with her most of the time now and that her oldest child will come join them in
Hollister after graduation.

Map/Diagram

S.T.A.M.P.

Special Considerations & Eligibility Determination

MOVED “4” WORK
Decide if the move qualifies for MEP or not, and explain your reasons. For this activity, do not be concerned with any other eligibility
conditions (e.g., moved within the past 36 months, children’s moves, across school district boundaries, etc.); assume that all other
eligibility criteria have been met. If the move qualifies, decide if it is type 4a, 4b, or 4c; if you select type 4c, specify if 4ci, 4cii or both.
Basic Facts
1. A person came to Greenfield in January looking for work
cutting asparagus. The season was a little late starting, but his
uncle hired him temporarily to paint houses. Within a few
weeks he was able to start cutting asparagus.
2. A person came to Salinas in March looking for any type of
field work in the row crops around here (including lettuce,
broccoli or celery). He eventually found a job cutting
cauliflower.
3. A woman says: “I came here to Merced in early January to go
back to sort peaches at the cannery where I have to worked
in the past. The cannery always opens in early May.” She
started sorting peaches in the cannery in May, over 4 months
after she arrived.
4. The worker says “I came to Santa Maria in December to cut
lettuce, because I thought they cut lettuce here in December. I
found out there weren’t any jobs because they don’t start
cutting lettuce until April. I had to get by working as much as
I could as a handy man and cutting lawns, until finally in
April I got the lettuce job I came looking for.” (5 months)

Qualifying
Move?

4
a,b,c

Reasons

Basic Facts
5. A person said: “Well, I came here to either harvest tomatoes
or haul lumber, whichever I found first.” The recruiter follows
up with “Did you find work?” The person says “Yes, I got a
job but it was raking almonds. I got the job after I was here
for 1 month.”
6. A person said: “I came because I need a job, and I heard there
were good roofing jobs here”. The recruiter follows up with:
“Is that the only work you considered?” Then the person
replies “No, I would take agricultural work, or landscaping
work, too. I didn’t get the roofing job, so I’m still looking
after 2 ½ months of being here.”
7. The worker says “I came here Fresno county to pick melons
like I do every year, but with the economy problems here,
there aren’t any jobs. I’ve been here 4 months and I’m still
looking. Meanwhile we survive on my wife’s babysitting.
8. The person says “I came here to plant spinach, but after
2 months of being turned down because of the ecoli breakout,
I got a temporary job trimming Christmas trees on a sales lot.”

Qualifying
Move?

4
a,b,c

Reasons

MOVED “4” WORK
(ANSWER KEY)
Decide if the move qualifies for MEP or not, and explain your reasons. For this activity, do not be concerned with any other eligibility
conditions (e.g., moved within the past 36 months, children’s moves, across school district boundaries, etc.); assume that all other
eligibility criteria have been met. If the move qualifies, decide if it is type 4a, 4b, or 4c; if you select type 4c, specify if 4ci, 4cii or both.
Basic Facts

Qualifying
Move?

a,b,c

1. A person came to Greenfield in January looking for work
cutting asparagus. The season was a little late starting, but his
uncle hired him temporarily to paint houses. Within a few
weeks he was able to start cutting asparagus.

Y

4a

2. A person came to Salinas in March looking for any type of
field work in the row crops around here (including lettuce,
broccoli or celery). He eventually found a job cutting
cauliflower.

Y

4a

3. A woman says: “I came here to Merced in early January to go
back to sort peaches at the cannery where I have to worked
in the past. The cannery always opens in early May.” She
started sorting peaches in the cannery in May, over 4 months
after she arrived.

N

4. The worker says “I came to Santa Maria in December to cut
lettuce, because I thought they cut lettuce here in December. I
found out there weren’t any jobs because they don’t start
cutting lettuce until April. I had to get by working as much as
I could as a handy man and cutting lawns, until finally in
April I got the lettuce job I came looking for.” (5 months)

Y

4

Reasons
He came seeking agricultural work, and he
found it. The fact that he took intervening
work is not a problem. The time frame is also
not important because he did not come in
advance of season.
The person came specifically seeking
agricultural work. Do not be tricked by the
word ANY in “any type of field work…” The
time frame is not important when agricultural
work is sought in the appropriate season.
More than 90 days before the expected work
would begin. The 90 day test is given and
“failed” The works he was seeking was not in
season, and she was aware of that.

4a

He expected the job to start in December. The
work was not in season, but he truly believed it
was. The 90 day test is not needed. He was
looking for a qualifying job and eventually got
it. (This would be unusual).

Basic Facts

Qualifying
Move?

a,b,c

5. A person said: “Well, I came here to either harvest tomatoes
or haul lumber, whichever I found first.” The recruiter follows
up with “Did you find work?” The person says “Yes, I got a
job but it was raking almonds. I got the job after I was here
for 1 month.”

Y

4b

6. A person said: “I came because I need a job, and I heard there
were good roofing jobs here”. The recruiter follows up with:
“Is that the only work you considered?” Then the person
replies “No, I would take agricultural work, or landscaping
work, too. I didn’t get the roofing job, so I’m still looking
after 2 ½ months of being here.”

N

7. The worker says “I came here Fresno county to pick melons
like I do every year, but with the economy problems here,
there aren’t any jobs. I’ve been here 4 months and I’m still
looking. Meanwhile we survive on my wife’s babysitting.

Y

8. The person says “I came here to plant spinach, but after
2 months of being turned down because of the ecoli breakout,
I got a temporary job trimming Christmas trees on a sales lot.”

Y

4

Reasons
This person was not specifically looking for
agricultural work, but agricultural work was
one of the types of work he was considering. He
got the job within 60 days (“soon after”).

The move does not qualify because he was
seeking any type of work which must be found
“soon after” (within 60 days) in order to
qualify. He missed the window of opportunity.

4c

The person sought qualifying work but could
not find it. Has prior history. Maybe credible
evidence, but it wasn’t explored

4c

The person sought qualifying work but could
not find it. Has tangible credible evidence
(possibly newspaper clippings). He found nonqualifying work, but can still be qualified on
intent.

(4ci)

(4cii)

S = School Completion (not graduated from high school or not earned a GED)
T = Time of Move (within the past 36 months)
A = Age (younger than 22 years of age)
M = Move (with, to join, or precede the worker or as the worker & from one school district to another & change of residence & due to economic necessity)
P = Purpose (in order to obtain – qualifying work is . . . seasonal or temporary, & agricultural or fishing work, for wages or personal subsistence)

If unsure if eligible, check with your supervisor

Pgs. 49 and 95-96

Pg. 106
Must be within 6 yrs.
to the USA where qualifying
work was obtained

Pgs. 96-97

Pgs. 46-48

Pg. 106
No corrections to dates
New COE required

In “to join or precede” moves the
QAD is the later of the two dates

Pg. 97

Pg. 61

Pgs. 52-56 and 97-98

Pg. 107

ALL 4 questions
must be answered.

Pgs. 57-60, 108-111 and 215

Pgs. 69-78 and 98-99
Pg. 82

Pgs. 79-82

Requires either tangible or verbal, but both can be completed

Only 1 & 2 if gone over 2 consecutive school breaks

Pgs. 216-217

Pgs. 81 and 99-100

Pgs. 103-104

#6 needs duration and why temporary
To document you need:
Section #.Question# Comment
(e.g., 1.2bi children sent ahead to start school)

For 4c comments, complete Section III instead.

Special Conditions
1. COE needs additional explanation
2. Basis for Eligibility is not obvious
3. The work could be part of a “series of activities" Pgs. 83-90
4. The work could be viewed as year-round employment
5. The “move” is of such short distance (less than 20 miles)
6. Parent or guardian signs with a symbol such as an “X”
7. Moves in advance of season
8. Child(ren) and worker moved from different previous residences
9. SC: “Potential 4a”

p.1, COE2010, 02/01/10

Adapted from references courtesy of Esthela Martinez, CA MEP Region 03 .

#8 always required if trip was under 30 days and to Mexico
Pgs. 49-52

Pg. 112

Pg. 112
Pg. 113

Pg. 112

Pg. 113

Pg. 114
Pg. 114

Pg. 115 and
226-227

Pg. 114

Pg. 120-121

Pg. 117

Pgs. 116 and 117

Pgs. 117
and 118

Pg. 115

Pg. 119

Pg. 122
Pg. 124
* Names of any siblings who do not qualify (e.g., didn’t make a new move, were
born after the QAD, graduated, no longer live with family, etc.)

Pg. 123

p.2, COE2010, 02/01/10

* Comments require: section #, question # and comment (comments regarding
allowable corrections also require information source, initials, and date)

Trainer’s Resource Materials

Module 2 Level 3

Two Truths and a Lie
Please identify the “lie” within each set of statements below.
Set #1
 True
 False
 True
 False
 True
 False

1. The recruiter’s primary responsibility is to properly identify and recruit migrant
children for the Migrant Education Program.

2. It is not the recruiter’s responsibility to report fraud within the MEP.

3. It is an expectation that the recruiter should have up-to-date knowledge of the rules
of eligibility established at both the federal and state levels.

Set #2
 True
 False
 True
 False
 True
 False

1. Recruiters should base their eligibility decisions on whether a family made a
qualifying move, where the family moved to and if the children in the family
deserve assistance.
2. Recruiters must not exaggerate, falsify or omit information on any program
documents.
3. Recruiters work with migrant farm workers and their families who often live in
poverty and rural isolation, are highly mobile and experience educational
disruptions.

National ID&R Curriculum, Funded by the U.S. Department of Education, V 2.0

Trainer’s Resource Materials

Module 2 Level 3

Two Truths and a Lie - KEY
Please identify the “lie” within each set of statements below.
Set #1
 True
 False

1. The recruiter’s primary responsibility is to properly identify and recruit migrant
children for the Migrant Education Program.

 True

2. It is not the recruiter’s responsibility to report fraud within the MEP.

 False

False: It is the job of everyone in the MEP to protect the reputation and integrity of the
MEP. It is everyone’s responsibility to report any fraud that they observe.

 True
 False

3. It is an expectation that the recruiter should have up-to-date knowledge of the rules
of eligibility established at both the federal and state levels.

Set #2
 True

1. Recruiters should base their eligibility decisions on whether a family made a
qualifying move, where the family moved to and if the children in the family
deserve assistance.

 False

False: While eligibility decisions should be based on whether the move was a qualifying
move and if the family moved across school district lines; other factors like whether a
child deserves assistance should not be considered.

 True
 False
 True
 False

2. Recruiters must not exaggerate, falsify or omit information on any program
documents.
3. Recruiters work with migrant farm workers and their families who often live in
poverty and rural isolation, are highly mobile and experience educational
disruptions.

National ID&R Curriculum, Funded by the U.S. Department of Education, V 2.0

Trainer’s Resource Materials

Module 2 Level 3

Ethical Issues and Solutions
Case Study #1
A local recruiter, Francisco Díaz has been working in the MEP for fifteen years. He is well liked
throughout the community and works well with all of the agencies serving migrant families. Just recently,
he received a community award for setting up a food drive during the holiday season. During September
of last year, many migrant families moved into the area to harvest apples. The children of the migratory
families were identified and recruited into the MEP program, thus eligible to receive educational and
support services. During the data entry process, the records clerk noticed three COEs listing children
from longtime families she knows have never left the community. She brought this concern up to
Francisco’s attention. Francisco said that the children need the educational services and to leave them
as eligible. The data clerk didn’t agree and took the issue to Francisco’s supervisor. The supervisor told
the data clerk to leave the issue alone since no one will know the difference if the children are eligible or
not. The data clerk is not happy with the decision but is reluctant to say anything to upset Francisco or
her supervisor.
Which Recruiter Standard of Conduct is addressed?

What are the ethical issues in this scenario?

What are the possible solutions?

National ID&R Curriculum, Funded by the U.S. Department of Education, V 2.0

Trainer’s Resource Materials

Module 2 Level 3

Ethical Issues and Solutions
Case Study #2
In the last couple of years, the number of eligible migrant children in the State has dropped and
allocations to each of the districts have been lowered. The Calibri Valley District has begun to panic as
they see their student numbers drop, allocations lowered, and good staff taking other jobs. The district
leadership decides to evaluate the situation and do something about their identification and recruitment
program. The district coordinator introduces a new incentive program in the fall. Each recruiter will need
to identify 25 new students, over and above last year’s numbers. The district says this proposed plan will
increase student enrollment and guarantee their jobs, and the recruiter who identifies the most students
will go to the National Migrant Education Conference in the spring. The district incentive brings a lot of
excitement, enthusiasm, and competition among some of the recruiters.
Which Recruiter Standard of Conduct is addressed?

What are the ethical issues in this scenario?

What are the possible solutions?
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Ethical Issues and Solutions
Case Study #3
Jake Lamada is a well-respected recruiter at Middleton Unified School District. Angela Sanchez is also a
recruiter with Middleton Unified School District and is assigned to Drywood Elementary. Jake was
instructed by his supervisor to look into concerns by other migrant education staff regarding the
eligibility status of some migrant families in the district. Angela’s campus, Drywood Elementary, has a
long history of migrant children withdrawing from school in December to travel to Mexico and then reenrolling back in the school two or three weeks later. Angela has been with the district for fifteen years
and, due to her popularity and experience with the MEP, is very well-known within the migrant
community. Jake met with MEP staff and began reviewing all Certificates of Eligibility (COEs) from
Drywood Elementary. He reviewed the number of students that were withdrawn from school in
December and re-enrolled two or three weeks later. He noticed that a small number of COEs with a new
Qualifying Arrival Date (QAD) were completed for a few migrant families. Jake is informed by MEP staff
that the migrant families who were given a new QAD were personal friends of Angela’s. After further
investigation, some of the new COEs were found to be ineligible in establishing a new QAD.
Which Recruiter Standard of Conduct is addressed?

What are the ethical issues in this scenario?

What are the possible solutions?
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Level 3: Assessment
1. Define ethics.

2. List two or three reasons why it is important to maintain high ethical standards.

3. Identify the four elements in the MEP standards of conduct.
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California Statewide I&R Training 2014
Common Causes of Errors in Eligibility Determinations*
Cause

Characteristics

1.

Inexperience

Lacks experience,
knowledge and skills

2.

Inadvertent Error/
Forgetfulness

Is inattentive or not
concentrating

3.

Misunderstanding

Jumps to the wrong
conclusion before getting all
the facts

4.

Lack of Standards

There are no suitable
instructions or guidance

5.

Unexpected/Unpredictable
Error

Equipment does not function
as expected

6.

Willfulness

Ignores rules under certain
circumstances

7.

Unknowingly Accepts
False Information

Receives yes/no answers
only, warning signs exist
(e.g., contradicting
information)

8.

Intentional

Deliberately makes mistakes

9.

Other

Example

Steps to
Prevention

A recruiter does not
know the eligibility
requirements
A recruiter forgets to ask
if all the children moved

Training, skill building,
work standardization

A recruiter interviewing a
worker in an agricultural
business assumes the
worker qualifies
Every recruiter uses
his/her own judgment to
determine eligibility in
gray areas
Tablet malfunctions
during data collection

Training, skill building,
work standardization

A recruiter uses leading
questions in an eligibility
interview
A worker gives the
recruiter all the right
responses that meet
eligibility requirements

Outright falsification of
eligibility data

Other Suggestions

Training, skill building,
work standardization

Work standardization,
training

Maintenance and update
of equipment and
software
Training, expectations,
Improvement Plan, other
disciplinary action
Trusting instincts, asking
open-ended and probing
questions, being vigilant
of inconsistencies,
implementing quality
control checkpoints
during the interviews
Disciplinary action

*Adapted from Quality Control in ID&R, Something to Think About, OME Presentation, 2003 ID&R Forum, Philadelphia, PA, October 3, 2003

California Statewide I&R Training 2015
Making Quality Control Work for You: Practical Strategies
One of the causes for discrepancies found during the statewide re-interviews has been that
interviewees give false information to recruiters, which result in COEs being created for
children who do not qualify for the Migrant Education Program (MEP).
Discuss the following questions in your groups, make a summary of your discussion, and be
prepared share with the large group.

What are some reasons an interviewee might give false information?

How can you know? What are the red flags?

What can be done to prevent it?

Migrant Education Office
California Statewide I&R Training 2013

Individual Action Plan Template
Name:

MEP Region/District:

GOAL: To improve the quality of my MEP eligibility determinations as it relates
to child/worker mobility.
Objective

Activity(ies)

(Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-Specific)

EXAMPLE:
Effective March 2013 and throughout the school
year, I will use utilize open-ended questions during
eligibility interviews as measured by feedback from
my supervisor.

• Quarterly observations
during interviews

Staff
Involved
• Me
• My I&R
Coordinator

Evidence of
Success
• Observation
sheets

[From “Eligibility for the MEP: The Fundamentals”]

[From

“Interviewing”]

[From “Mobility and the COE”]

[From “Ethics”]

Source: Modified from ID&R National Curriculum, Module 5

